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KING ATLANTIQUE

Features

Model : King Atlantique

Overall length : 13 m

Hull length : 12.85 m

Waterline length : 11.80 m

Beam width : 3.70 m

Draft : 1 m

Lightcraft displacement : 12 t

Rudder(s) : 2

Category : A / B / C

Cockpit : Sheltered cockpit with wheelhouse

Cabin(s) : 1 double + 1 single

Berth(s) : 6

Head(s) : 1

Other : 3500 M of autonomy at 8 kt / max speed
11kt

Engine(s) : 2 x Nanni diesel N4.60 SD 60ch @
2800rpm

Fuel tank : 3500 L

Architect(s) : Michel Joubert / Nivelt

60 years of experience in shipbuilding.

More than 400 boats, many of which have sailed around the world in all seas and
oceans.

Resistant, comfortable, safe boats that stand the test of time.

META YACHTS presents the King Atlantique

 

Personality

A comfortable 13m motor yacht, the King Atlantique is the king of the seas with an
autonomy of 3500 miles thanks to its large tanks and economical and controlled
consumption. Its hull with very soft forms respects perfectly the centering of the
masses and has a very low center of gravity. This makes it a very comfortable boat
that never "hits". Life on board is easy for a couple with a cabin for friends or children
(modular arrangements).

Its tripod hull prevents rolling and allows it to run aground easily without
apprehension. The propellers are fully protected and the engines are soundproofed,
making the propulsion silent.

Layout

The King Atlantique motor yacht has large interior volumes with plenty of storage
space.

It is composed of a large owner's cabin and a second cabin with bunk beds. The living
spaces are divided into two half floors with a large saloon and a chart table area on the
upper level, then the galley giving access to the cabins and the bathroom on the lower
level. The anchor locker can be used as a watertight compartment for 110% safety.
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Your META

The possibility of a custom design is very important to META YACHTS. None of our
designs are set in stone. META YACHTS is open to suggestions and offers the
possibility of custom layouts. A META boat is above all a boat that looks like you!

You can find the rest of the range on the yachts page:
https://meta-yachts.com/realisations/

Testimonies

Do you want to hear about the experiences of META owners? Explore the owners'
blogs!

https://meta-yachts.com/adventurers/

See the King Atlantique at NauticExpo

https://www.nauticexpo.fr/prod/meta-yachts/product-198707-571308.html

https://meta-yachts.com/realisations/
https://meta-yachts.com/adventurers/
https://www.nauticexpo.fr/prod/meta-yachts/product-198707-571308.html
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